
The Café 
Manage a cafe. Meet the neighbours. Make lifelong friends. 

   Pauline Martyn - v04 | 04 January 2019  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What Is ‘The Café’? 

High Concept 

You’ve taken over a run-down, deserted cafe in a small neighbourhood. Do you have what it takes to 
rebuild it and get your own crew of regulars? 

Day by day, use your profits to buy new products and objects to grow and shape your cafe. Choose 
carefully, for different styles will attract different customers. . . and potential regulars. 

Genre 

The Cafe is a mix of: 
Management: players manage money to purchase products/objects for the cafe, and watch the 

cafe change and grow depending on their decisions. 
Narrative: as special customers come in, players engage in conversation to: 

Build relationships 
Gain access to new products/objects 

Management and narrative mechanics are closely interlinked: certain characters will only visit the cafe 
if certain conditions are met (attracts x customers/day, has “relaxing” vibe, has a plant, etc.), and in turn 
narrative paths taken will change what is available to buy for the cafe. 

Gameplay & Goal 

The game is a day to day simulation with two distinct phases. 

Evening Phase 

In the evening (“Sign = Closed”), players are in the management phase and can order cafe supplies 
with the money gained during the day: 

Cafe products (coffee beans, milk, etc.). These will change the menu (and potentially quantities) 
available the next day. 

Cafe machines (espresso machine, special French press, etc.). These will change the menu as well 
as quantities produced. 

Cafe decor, new objects for the cafe (furniture, decor). These will have stats that change the cafe’s 
“vibe”. 
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Day Phase 

During the day (“Sign = Open”), players are in the narrative phase and: 
Talk to potential regular customers (active), to eventually build relationships with them and make 

them “real” regulars.  
See the new objects/products they bought the day before (passive) 
Watch the customer flow (passive), and observe how their new purchases (or lack thereof) have 

affected sales and customer types*.  

*I have considered making this phase more active (physically making drinks for customers, etc.) but have decided against it as 
too many games already do this (see Project Risks). 

Note: what happens during the day if there are no potential regulars to court? This will be avoided by 
the game being balanced so that some potential regulars come in every day, by either having a roster of low-
requirement  regulars, or lowering requirements on slow days to entice players to pursue a particular 
aesthetic.  

Goal 

The goal of the game is to befriend as many regulars as possible by the game’s end. Not all regulars 
can be befriended over the course of one single playthrough. Because of the small scope of the game as a solo 
(for Game design/Programming at least) project, the game will have to take place over a restricted amount of 
days and with a restricted amount of regulars (TBC). Future iterations would add more days, more characters, 
and more cafe modifications. 

A sub-goal of the game, for players particularly interested in management mechanics, would be to 
fully achieve a certain aesthetic, or a certain amount of profit. 

A Note on Player Engagement with Game Mechanics 

Players can of course choose to not fully engage with the available gameplay and neither purchase 
new objects (or purchase the strict minimum each day) nor talk to customers. A game fail-state will be put in 
place to eventually end such playthroughs, e.g. if the players are found to not engage with the gameplay 
actions over several in-game days, the business fails/fizzle out and the game is over. Similar care should be 
taken to ensure players can’t only engage solely in management or narrative - preventing this is the fact that 
the cafe cannot grow without buying objects, and that some key objects cannot be bought without talking to 
customers. 
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Target Audience 

Players who enjoy meeting characters and getting to know them 
Players who like meaningful choices in games, and don’t mind some options being locked until the 

next playthrough 
Players who enjoy a mix of gameplay and narrative, and are not looking for an action-driven, 

fast-paced game 
Players who enjoy shaping a game world or environment through regular choices 

Design Goals 

Emotional Feel 

Japanese Artisan Cafes 

For their warmth and sense of cosiness, in real-life. . .  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. . . or in games and anime 

Chillhop (lo-fi hip-hop) 

Usually drawn in anime style, Chillhop video backgrounds feature a detailed indoor space (bedroom, 
study desk) made alive with a day/night cycle and minimal animation. The atmosphere is relaxed and 
intimate with diffuse lighting and personable characters. 
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Shimokitazawa 

The game is set in a realistic setting akin to a small, colourful, and close-knit neighbourhood in a big 
city. An inspiration for this is Shimokitazawa (Tokyo, Japan), as portrayed in author Yoshimoto Banana’s 
Moshi Moshi. 

There are no elements of fantasy in this game. Instead, it’s inspired the mundanity of every-day 
interactions and by small, local businesses relying on regular customers to survive. 

Gameplay 

The Roost, cafe in the game Animal Crossing 
where the player can work as a barista and has to 
remember villagers’ coffee preferences  

Serving food to customers: Cook, Serve, Delicious! 
Managing a business: Yakuza’s Club Sunshine 
Making friends: Animal Crossing, Stardew Valley 
Building your “player base”: Dishonored, Assassin’s Creed, Animal Crossing. 

Narrative: VA-11 HALL-A 
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Tools Used 

Unity and either Ink or Fungus plug-ins for narrative support. 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Systems Overview 
Money Earned 

At the end of each day (closing time), the game will calculate how much money (“G", TBC) has been 
made on that day. 

The calculation will involve the type of customers (different customers have different weight money-
wise), the amount who came in, and the range of drinks on sale. 

Type of Customer * Amount of These Customers * Random[Drinks Cost Range]

Example: 
(Office Workers * 20 * Random[1.50G, 2.5G]) + (Tourists * 15 * 

Random[1.50G, 2.5G])

-> (3 * 20 * 2[approx]) + (1 * 15 * 2[approx])
-> 120 + 30 = 150G today. 

Purchases 

Overview 

Items (cafe products, machines, and decor) can be purchased every evening from a list. In order to 
create a sense of progression and aspiration, most items will be locked behind several obstacles: 

Money - player must save money 
Rarity - one-day offer only 
Time - some objects are only available after a certain day 
Customer unlock - some objects must be mentioned by a customer to be available for purchase.* 

*If there is time to do so, this function would be accessed through a search box. If the customer mentions something, it 
can be searched and, if found, purchased. This would feel more narratively intuitive than a line reading “???”. 

Cafe Products 

Cafe products are ingredients that either maintain or change the menu the next day.  
Examples: 

Coffee beans - basic item, needed to sell anything 
Milk - unlocks white coffee, latte 
Soy milk - unlocks soy drinks 
Syrup - unlocks sweet drinks 
Etc. 
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Getting different drinks is key to increase sales (have the drinks range extend higher) and to attract 
customer types/regulars that require a particular item (e.g. the sweet-toothed salaryman requires a sweet 
drink to come in).  

Cafe Decor 

Cafe decor items change the appearance of the cafe through small touches. They have stats that affect 
the cafe aesthetic, and will be visible in the cafe after being purchased. Examples: 

Plant [+1 cosy] 

Jazz Record [+2 hip] 

Wifi Extender [+3 modern] 

1960s advert [+ 2 old-fashioned]  

Etc. 

Café Aesthetic 

Overview 

The cafe aesthetic will depend on which objects have been purchased for the cafe; it is a stats-based 
system. 

Aesthetic States 

Stats are TBC and will comprise of four main states (in green) plus four in-between states (in grey): 
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Old Fashioned

HipCosy

Artisan

Jazzy

Plush

Caf



Main states can be directly affected by objects, in-between states will have to be curated by the player 
through mixing several styles.  

For example, if the player has bought several modern objects, and a couple of cosy objects: 

Note: getting two items of opposite stats will cancel them out, for example: getting a +3 cosy item and 

a -3 hip item will cancel each other out. 

Players should have access to this table at all times in the UI to see how they are faring with their 
cafe’s aesthetics. [location TBC] 

What happens to players who keep buying disparate styles and never focus on one? Perhaps a special 
cafe aesthetic (“Happy Mess” :D) can be unlocked. 

Aesthetic State Consequences 

The aesthetics of the cafe will have two main repercussions: 
Visual: how the cafe looks like. 

Aesthetic stats < x: objects appear but cafe stays the same 

Aesthetic stats >= x: objects appear AND cafe changes “design”. There is also an option of 
making “non-compliant objects” disappear at this stage, and to have the “ultimate” appearance is 
the stat is maxed out (TBC). 

Narrative: attracting OR repelling customers types.  
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Aesthetic stats < x: customer type appears but less frequently; more difficult to get the 
regular of this type. 

Aesthetic stats >= x: customer type never comes back. Impossible to get the regular of this 
type. 

Customers 

Overview 

Customer Types 

The game will contain several customer types, who all have different: 
Conditions for visiting the cafe 
Purchase power 
Potential regulars (“bosses") 

Types TBC, but for example: 
TYPE = THE NIGHT CREW 

Conditions = cafe sells “extra strong beans”, has minimum 2 hip and old-fashioned stats. Yields + 

10 of these customers/day per stat increase. 

Purchase power = comes in before closing, buys expensive items only (top range). 
Associated regulars that can be unlocked =  

The boss: mysterious club owner (. . . ). Always depressed. Requires 50 daily customers + 

nostalgic 1980s poster + minimum 5 jazzy stat to trigger. Will eventually unlock: fancy record player, 

needed to max out Jazzy. 
The self-starter: young enthusiastic worker who’s just opened her tiny bar next door. Always 

tired.  Requires only 30 daily customers but minimum 8 hip stat to trigger. Will eventually unlock: 

signed record from popular singer, needed to attract hip boss. 

Regulars 

Regulars are the “bosses” of each customer type. By consistently catering to a particular cafe aesthetic 
and customer type, and if the requirements are met, they will come in for conversation.  

Conversation and relationship must be nurtured (TBC but probably stats/friendship level based), and 
they may make special requests (“I wish I could have whisky in my coffee.”)… 

Successfully completing their storyline unlocks a special item and a portrait on the wall of regulars. 
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Customer Types 
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Narrative Overview 
Characters 
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Storyboards 
Day 1 

Day 10 

Evening Buying 

Day Talking  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Art & Assets 
Assets Needed [TBC] 

Cafe 

The cafe goes through 3 key stages:  
A basic, bare state 

A more specific style when aesthetic stats reach a certain level (TBC, 5 here taken as an example) 
A final style when an aesthetic stat is maxed out 

List of Assets: 

Cafe background 00Bare - starting background 

Cafe background 1-5Modern - Modern level 5 

Cafe background 1-10Modern - Modern level 10 

Cafe background 2-5Artisan - Artisan level 5 

Cafe background 2-10Artisan - Artisan level 10 

Cafe background 3-5Hip - Hip level 5 

Cafe background 3-10Hip - Hip level 10 

Cafe background 4-5Jazzy- Jazzy level 5 

Cafe background 4-10Jazzy - Jazzy level 10 

Cafe background 5-5OldFashioned - Old Fashioned level 5 

Cafe background 5-10OldFashioned - Old Fashioned level 10 

Cafe background 6-5Caf - Caf level 5 

Cafe background 6-10Caf - Caf level 10 

Cafe background 7-5Cosy - Cosy level 5 

Cafe background 7-10Cosy - Cosy level 10 

Cafe background 8-5Plush - Plush level 5 

Cafe background 8-10Plush - Plush level 10 

Note: all backgrounds (except maybe level 10s) should have enough blank space for objects to be 
“added” on top, e.g. space for a poster, a plant, a record player, etc. 

Total: 17 backgrounds 
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Items 

List TBC. Expected around 10-15 minimum per aesthetic stat. 

Total: 80-120 small objects 

Characters 

Customer Types 

Customer type customers will only be represented by an outline (shadow) to show they’re coming in 

the cafe. Expected 1 image per type. 

Total: 8 shadow outlines 

Regulars 

List TBC. Potentially 8, each needing: 
An image of them sat down on the stool, viewed from the back 
A “polaroid” picture (to stick on the wall and show they’re now a full-on regular) 

Portraits with a minimum of 5 emotions pictured (neutral, angry, happy, bashful, sad - other?) 

Total: 8 images + 8 polaroids + 40 portraits 

Note on assets: the final asset list should note which assets will require animation. 

Asset Style 

Colour Palette 

In discussion- 

Style 

Linework-oriented 
Simple 
Textured 
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Audio 

General Soundtrack 

Sounds 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Project Management 
Key Milestones 

TBC - expected release: summer 2019. 

Roadmap 
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Project Challenges & Risks 
Systems are too complex for the scope 
Narrative is too complex for the scope 
The overall game is too complex to program on my own at my current level 
The game being too similar to another game. 

Appendix / Misc 
Fonts Used 

Coffee and Tea - note: for personal use only; purchase needed if used commercially. Currently this 
doesn’t show numbers properly as I only have the free version! 

Colourful Tycoon - note: for personal use only; purchase needed if used commercially. 

Potential icon? http://pngimg.com/download/16843  

Features to Consider 

Holiday seasons (note from Eleonor) 
Seasons (note from Eleonor)
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